Large, open design provides greater visibility for facings and facilitates easy access to products. Spacious bottom bin maximizes packout of bulk items, such as frozen turkeys.

Multi-Deck Frozen Food Case

Double Canopy Lights and Front Nose Light Provide Brilliant Illumination of Your Product Presentation
MULTI-DECK FROZEN FOOD CASE  Model O5Z

**Standard Options:**
- Available in 6’, 8’ and 12’ lengths.
- Ample 93 cu. ft. capacity in the 12’, 62 cu. ft. in the 8’ and 47 cu. ft. in the 6’ case for increased packout.
- Two front heights: 22” and 28”.
- Variety of cornice lighting choices available for spectacular illumination of product including our proprietary Clearvoyant™ LED Lighting System.
- Adjustable wire bin display racks with multi-rear wall and front wall positions optimize merchandise capacity and visibility.
- ECM energy-efficient fan motors available.
- Electric defrost standard or hot gas optional to meet your particular design preferences.
- Exclusive SmartValve™ energy-saving technology available.
- Optional electrical outlet can be installed in front kickplate for easy power access.

**Features and Benefits:**
- All-steel construction for increased life span and structural integrity.
- Seamless tank liner provides positive drain runoff and enhanced sanitation.
- Bottom-mounted copper coil and easy-access fan plenum with removable fan basket and motor assembly for ease of maintenance.
- Two refrigerated air curtains maintain proper product temperature, and a third ambient air curtain provides protection against infiltration of store air.
- Integrated, two-part polymer bumper systems provide unparalleled protection and durability.
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